Construction of a high-resolution comparative gene map between swine chromosome region 6q11-->q21 and human chromosome 19 q-arm by RH mapping of 51 genes.
A comprehensive and comparative map was constructed for the porcine chromosome (SSC) 6q11-->q21 region, where the gene(s) responsible for the maldevelopment of embryos are localized using swine populations of the National Institute of Animal Industry, Japan (NIAI). Since the chromosomal region corresponds to a region of human chromosome (HSA) 19q13.1-->q13.3 based on bi-directional chromosome painting, primer pairs were designed from porcine cDNA sequences identified, on a sequence comparison basis, as being transcripts from genes orthologous to those in the HSA region. Fifty-one genes were successfully assigned to a swine radiation hybrid (RH) map with LOD scores greater than 6. ERF and PSMD8 genes were assigned to SSC4 and SSC1, respectively. The remaining 49 genes were assigned to SSC6, demonstrating that the synteny between the SSC6 and HSA19 chromosomal regions is essentially conserved, therefore confirming, the results of bi-directional chromosome painting. However, when examined precisely, rearrangements have apparently occurred within the region of conserved synteny. For the ERF and PSMD8 genes assigned to SSCs other than SSC6, additional mapping using somatic cell hybrid (SCH) panels was performed to confirm the results of RH-mapping.